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by David Bakhshi   Mistakes People Make

Memory Mishaps
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2™ rebid to 3NT. Your partner passes and
the opening lead is the queen of spades. In
which order do you place your cards down
as dummy? 
This might sounds like a strange

question to ask since there are no trumps
and you can choose to place the suits in
any order that you see fit. You might, for
example, place your hearts to your right
hoping to hint to your partner that this
represents a good suit to make tricks from!
However, if you do this, you are forcing
your partner to remember that hearts are
not in fact trumps. A good way to reduce
memory strain for partner is to place your
hearts to your left-hand side (they cannot
be trumps), and instead place the least
likely trump suit to your right. Even the
most forgetful of partners is much less
likely to think that spades are trumps and
will be ‘reminded’ that he is playing a no-
trump contract. 

Making Length Winners

Mistakes People Make: 
Forgetting Whether Your Small Cards

Have Become Winners

In the last issue I considered ways in which
one can count a suit when drawing
trumps. While you can count every card
played by each player in turn, then add
those up to thirteen, for most people that
is trickier than it needs to be. It is espe -
cially tough when declarer (or a defender)
needs to keep track of more than one suit.
A good way to ease the pressure on your
memory is to count down the missing
cards. This applies to any suit and not just
the trump suit. For example, if the
declarer wishes to count a suit, he can
simply check how many cards he and
dummy started with in that suit and
subtract that number from thirteen. He
only needs to keep count of the cards
played by the opponents in that suit and

has no need to count his own cards again.
Remembering relatively low numbers in
more than one suit tends to be much
easier than keeping track of every card
that continues to be seen in those suits. 

Winning with High Cards

Mistakes People Make:
Forgetting that Your High Cards

Are Already Winners

One other trap that can be avoided is to
forget that your remaining cards are
winners after a suit has not been played
for several tricks. 
Consider the layout below; you are

South, the declarer in a 3NT contract:

´ 4 3
™ K Q J
t Q J 10 9 4
® A 6 5

´ A K Q 7
™ 9 5 4
t 7 5 2
® K 8 3

West leads the six of hearts and you have
to plan the play. 
You start with five winners: three spades

and two clubs, and can make two extra
tricks in hearts and two (or three) tricks in
diamonds. You plan to win the first trick
(if West has the ace of hearts), then play
on diamonds. This should allow you to
make your contract no matter how the
opponents defend. However, in the heat of
the moment, it is possible to ‘forget’
whether some of your cards have become
winners. Say you win trick one with the
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A COMMON concern for less experienced
players is the belief that you need an
amazing memory to play bridge. It is
clearly helpful to have confidence in your
ability to remember the bids that were
made during the auction, and the cards
that have been seen as the play progresses,
and these are skills that can be strength -
ened through practice. There are also little
habits that one can develop to aid these
memory processes . . . 

Which Suit is Trumps?

For most regular players it probably seems
relatively easy to remember which suit is
trumps when declaring or defending a suit
contract. However, it is worth noting that
you are aided by the fact that dummy
always places the trumps to his right when
facing his cards. But it may seem less easy
to remember when you are playing in a
no-trump contract, since the dummy can
now place his cards in any order he
chooses. 

Mistakes People Make:
Forgetting to be Playing in a 

No-trump Contract as Declarer

If your partner occasionally forgets that he
is playing in a no-trump contract, there is
a chance that you have missed an oppor -
tunity to assist him when facing your
cards as dummy.
Consider the hand below. You hold:

´ 8 5
™ A J 10 7 5
t K 6 4
® A J 3

Your partner opens 1NT (12-14). Your
opponents pass at each turn as you bid 2t
(transfer to hearts), then raise the opener’s
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king of hearts, then play the tQ. The
defenders win and switch to spades, and
you win your with ace of spades. You now
lead the five of diamonds to the jack, and
the opponents win and lead a second
spade won by your king. At this point you
have enough winners, but you have caused
yourself to need to remember that several
high cards have already been played
(´A-K, ™K, tQ-J). Since declarer play is a
solo venture, you can often make remem -
bering which cards have been played
easier – by playing the cheaper of touching
cards. Had you played ´K-Q, ™J and
t10-9, it would now be much easier to
‘remember’ that most of your remaining
cards are winners. 
It should be noted that declarer is much

freer to do this when playing cards in the
dummy (which can be seen by the
defenders) than those in his own hand
(declarer may prefer to hide his strength
and cannot always afford to play the
cheaper of touching cards without
revealing too much to the opponents).

Tips to reduce the strain on your
memory:

1. When facing your cards as  dummy
in a no-trump contract, consider
placing the least likely trump suit
on your right-hand side.

2. When counting suits, instead of
counting up to thirteen, simply
count down the missing cards. 

3. Play the cheaper of touching cards
when choosing which card to play
from dummy. Playing the cheaper
(lower) of touching cards makes it
easier to remember that the re main -
ing high cards are winners. r

TONY FORRESTER WINS
AT AMERICAN NATIONALS

ENGLAND intern -
ational Tony Forrester
won the prestigious
Open Board-a-Match
Teams at the Am -
erican Nationals in
Phoenix.
Partnering American Jim Mahaffey,

and in a team with Jean Quantin and
Marc Bompis of France, and Josef
Piekarek and Alexander Smirnov of
Germany, Tony’s team came from
behind to win by the very slim mar-
gin of less than one board. 

THE EBU &
BRIDGE OVERSEAS

MONTENEGRO
CONGRESS
8 – 14 October 2014

Hotel Bellevue, Becici, Budva, Montenegro

t Autumn Sim Pairs
t Open Pairs
t Pivot Teams 
t Men’s, Women’s and
Mixed Pairs

t Swiss Pairs and Swiss Teams

For travel and accommodation please email
lindsey@bridgeoverseas.co.uk or contact

BRIDGE OVERSEAS

( 0800 034 6246

Green-
pointed
Swiss
events

Blue-
pointed
events

Bridge Fees: £128
EBU Comps Department
( 01296 317 203 / 219 
E-mail: comps@ebu.co.uk

Attendance at the congress is exclusive
to delegates booking their package

with Bridge Overseas

A range of optional excursions will be available to book
at the venue to complement the bridge programme
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